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About This Game

MASTER THE ART OF WAR
In the darkest age of Japan, endless war leaves a country divided. It is the middle of the 16th Century in Feudal Japan. The

country, once ruled by a unified government, is now split into many warring clans. Ten legendary warlords strive for supremacy
as conspiracies and conflicts wither the empire. Only one will rise above all to win the heart of a nation as the new shogun...The

others will die by his sword.
Take on the role of one Daimyo, the clan leader, and use military engagements, economics and diplomacy to achieve the

ultimate goal: re-unite Japan under his supreme command and become the new Shogun – the undisputed ruler of a pacified
nation.

Game Features

Total War: SHOGUN 2 features enhanced full 3D battles via land and sea, which made a name for the series, as well as the
tactical campaign map that many refer to as the heart and soul of Total War. Featuring a brand new AI system inspired by the
scriptures that influenced Japanese warfare, the millennia old Chinese “Art of War”, the Creative Assembly brings the wisdom
of Master Sun Tsu to Total War: SHOGUN 2. Analysing this ancient text enabled the Creative Assembly to implement easy to

understand yet deep strategical gameplay.

CONQUER the islands of Japan in the 16th century. Lead vast armies of samurai and fleets of giant warships into
breathtaking real-time battles.

BUILD your kingdom on the inviting and turn-based campaign map. Wield economic, political, and military power to
amass wealth, armies, and influence.

SCHEME according to the "Art of War" by Sun Tzu. Use fire and siege tactics, spies and assassins to adapt to the ever-
changing conditions on the battlefield and throughout your kingdom.

BATTLE ONLINE and experience the main campaign in two-player mode. Then join epic online battles with up to 8
players and lead your online army to glory in special campaigns.

New to Total War in SHOGUN 2

New RPG skills and experience for your Generals and Agents.

New Multi-stage Sieges - scaling the walls is only the beginning!

New Hero units inspire your men and carve through the enemy.

New rotating 3D campaign map.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / Vista / XP

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Dual Core processor / 2.6 GHz Intel Single Core processor, or AMD equivalent (with SSE2)

Memory: 1GB RAM (XP), 2GB RAM (Vista / Windows7)

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card (shader model 3)

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 32GB free hard disk space

Screen Resolution: 1024x768 minimum

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Despite the lack of F4SE support,  hiyokomod's AnimeRace Nanakochan actually works pretty well outside of the fact that you
can't edit your face which you won't be looking at in VR anyways. Now look, where else do you find another open world anime
VR RPG that you can potentially sink hundreds of hours in?
Dear hearts and gentle people, man. Now Marcy doesn't look like a b*tch and Preston is far less annoying. I'll help those
settlements for you anytime Puresuton-chan.
As for the game itself, well it's not THAT bad nowadays. It still runs like sh*t, but I can play several hours with no much
sickness, so at least playable. A playable Fallout game in VR is like a dream come true. (My specs: i5-8600 + 16GB DDR4
2400MHz + RX 580 8GB; running a Rift CV1) Of course, you can always refund if you found it too nausea-intense for you.
Game's intro is not that long.
If you are new to Bethesda games though, I recommend you to play Fallout 3 and\/or Fallout: New Vegas first to get an idea on
how the core gameplay and modding works  and be disappointed that Fallout 4 took away some really good sh*t found in
previous games. After all, Bethesda games are infamously plain and buggy for some people, but with the support of their
wonderful modding community, they can be significantly enjoyable after some workaround.
Now if you'll excuse me, some anime settlers needs my help again.. I picked up this DLC because it was on special, I had a few
dollars of spare cash and I really like pistols. In my opinion, World of Guns is useless without at least one DLC pack - although
theoretically you can unlock all of these ten guns on your own without paying money, it would take you weeks and weeks and
weeks of playing time.

However, do be aware that some of the guns in this pack, like the Desert Eagle, can be unlocked by other packs, and unlocking a
gun for the second time is useless and you will have essentially wasted your money. This seems to be an issue with all of Word
of Guns' DLC and I find it pretty unfair. Don't buy the DLC via the Steam Window without first checking in the game's own
shop whether you have actually already got the guns.

Basically, a player has two options: he can download a single DLC pack of his favourite weapons and forget about unlocking the
others. Or, he can purchase the Guns Full Access pack, which looks incredibly expensive at first, but if he wants to unlock
everything it will prove to be the best value by a LOOOONG way. Especially when it is on special.

In short, I will recommend this DLC, but only because it was on special and I like pistols. The All Acess Pack would be better
value for money in the long run, however.. Played so far for only 20 mintues. Im relaxed. I play some more and more and more.
Ty Killgame A+

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FpnZBmXEk7E&t=3s. I'll admit at times some of the writing (especially for humor
options) could be a bit cringe, but overall it was a fun experience, and I believe in the dev team enough to show my support with
my wallet.
I rate this game one high score obsessed husbando out of the precious time I have on this earth.. Very much like Istrolid 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/449140 but in VR and 3d... Really well done! runs well, plays well, custom ships (block
based system) It doesnt have as many blocks as Istrolid does but I think this devs great and when people start talking about this
game it is going to blow up... The price is fantastic.. seen large indie companies make games and charge 30 bucks that were not
as good.. buy it, try it, love it!
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I thought i was a nice addition to the game, though it was on the short side.. Got Pilot Edition free as part of a package. The
Final Approach game is really fun, but the Pilot Edition made me really sick. I haven't played it since.. good story & characters.
The best Wadjet Eye game I've played so far.. One shot one kill. Long range 2-3 shots one kill. Accuracy 100%. This is the best
weapon in the game with no doubt and its ridiculously overpowered. Not bad , but the game can't run smoothly even in low
settings! After all still love the game :)

Pre-Purchase Now - Total War: THREE KINGDOMS:
Total War: THREE KINGDOMS is Now Available for Pre-Purchase on Steam!

Three heroes, sworn to brotherhood in the face of tyranny, rally support for the trials ahead. Scenting opportunity, warlords
from China’s great families follow suit, forming a fragile coalition in a bid to challenge Dong Zhuo’s remorseless rule. Will they
triumph against the tyrant, or will personal ambition shatter their already crumbling alliance and drive them to supremacy?

. Feral Interactive Competition:
Feral Interactive are hosting a Fall Of The Samurai competition on Facebook!

For a chance to enter and win a Steam key for either Mac or Windows
and an A1 Total War: SHOGUN 2- Fall Of The Samurai poster, click the link below.

Feral Facebook Page [www.facebook.com]
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